
    Brubackers Beloved
Bulldogs 

  11635 KY 501 South • Liberty, KY 42539 
Phone: (606) 787-7894

  Customer
  Lebanon Customer
  (000) 000-0000  

    Puppy Agreement: 20241737

  Pickup 07/23/24 Time: 11:00 am EDT

  PUPPY DESCRIPTION   AMOUNT
  Purchase of a French Bulldog Puppy: Born 03/10/2024 Parents: Tanker & Billow   1,400.00T

  PUPPY NAME
  Barrow

    Discounts   -200.00
  Sales Tax (0.06)   72.00
  Puppy Total   1,272.00
  Delivery   0.00
  Less Payments   -1,272.00
  BALANCE DUE     $0.00 

  Our 1-Year Health Warranty Agreement

  GUARANTEE: We provide a one-year guarantee that your puppy is free from major life-threatening
health issues resulting from genetic factors, such as hip or elbow dysplasia, patella luxation, and
certain types of cancers like lymphoma. If your puppy is diagnosed with such a condition by a
licensed veterinarian within the first year after purchase, we offer two options: a refund of up to half of
the original puppy price or the opportunity to choose another puppy of the same breed.

LIMITATIONS: It is important to note that our guarantee does not cover normal illnesses or conditions
that may arise due to factors like stress from relocation (from our home to yours), shipping, or motion
sickness. Additionally, we cannot guarantee the precise adult size, color, or temperament of the
puppy, as these factors can vary. Our estimates are based on the breeder's experience.

RESPONSIBILITY: We highly recommend that the buyer promptly arranges a veterinary examination
for the puppy upon receiving it to ensure its overall health. Once the puppy is in the buyer's
possession, any incurred veterinarian bills are the buyer's responsibility, along with assuming full
responsibility for the puppy's care thereafter.

CARE: The buyer agrees to maintain the dog in good physical condition by adhering to regularly
scheduled vaccinations, dewormings, and providing appropriate flea, tick, and heartworm prevention.
Furthermore, the buyer commits to offering proper shelter, exercise, fresh water, nutritious dog food,
treats, and other necessary care as advised by a veterinarian.
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